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A couple months ago, someone posted on FB that their original store bought DK Jr. Super Game data pack 
contained the 5 Screen version and that he stumbled upon it by entering a random sequence that he did not 
recall on the Hand Controller keypad. It's possible, but all retail versions and image files that I have 
played over the years only contained 4 screens. So I proceeded to test all the version we have in the 
Archive and noticed that the filenames needed to be corrected. So... 

All previous files for the Donkey Kong Jr. Super Game and Prototype 5 Screen version have been deleted and 
replaced with properly named files. There is nothing new, just correcting some filename issues and including
the 5th screen unlock sequence in the filename that has to be inputted using the Hand Controller at the 
"Number of Players" select screen.

Please note that the large 2022 ADAM Compilation zip file available on the ADAM Archive contains the old 
naming for these files and I will probably not correct this until I make my once a year update to this file 
in 2023.

Once the unlock input sequence is entered, a message will be display on the screen to let you know that it 
was entered correctly. The first time the 5th screen (Mario's Bakery) will be played is at Scene 9. The 
unlock sequence is as follows:

LB+RB = hold both firebuttons down the entire entry

1-3-2 or 0 7-times = enter those numbers one at a time while holding the firebuttons

I play tested all of these versions, however, I am burnt out on this game and have not re-verified which of 
the Rev. 14 versions automatically play the 5th screen... you don't have to enter the unlock sequence, but 
you still can if you want. IIRC, all of them except the one with the unlock sequence of pressing 0 seven 
times.


